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srael’s largest Aerospace and Defense
group, government owned Israel Aerospace
Industries Ltd. (IAI), is a global leader in the
military, homeland security and civil aerospace
markets. Implemented in space, air, land, naval
and cyber domains. IAI’s integrated systems are
also supporting cutting edge solutions for homeland security and cyber. The same expertise is also
providing advanced and innovative applications in
the fields of commercial aviation and robotics.
As a national center of excellence for advanced
technological fields IAI maintains extensive research and development (R&D), engineering,
manufacturing and testing capabilities to develop,
produce and support complete systems, from the
component, sensor and subsystem to large scale
integrated systems, support systems of expertise.

systems and provider of key sensors for other air
and missile defense systems. IAI is also leading
the Barak 8 program, providing an advanced long
range air and missile defense for land base and
naval combatants.

Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS)
As the pioneer of unmanned aerial systems (UAS)
technology and global leader in this growing area,
IAI has been supporting many types of UAS with
over 50 customers worldwide, where IAI’s unmanned systems performed over 1,200,000 operational flight hours performing intelligence gathering and targeting missions in support of all main
military operations carried out in recent years,
around the world.
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Positioned as Israel’s leading integrator for space
technology, IAI has a proud legacy of 13 satellites
deployed in space (10 are currently operational). IAI
offers observations and communications satellite,
scientific satellites, launchers and ground services.
With the latest members of OPTSAT imaging satellites line, TECSAR - Synthetic Aperture Radar observation Satellites and AMOS communications satellites, IAI provides top performance with compact
and small satellites, offering cost effective solutions
for national security and commercial applications.

Missile Defense
Since 1990 IAI has lead the development of
Israel’s multi-layered missile defense, as the prime
contractor for the Arrow 2 and 3 missile defense

The “Katana” - IAI’s USV

Naval Systems
The comprehensive solutions offered by IAI for naval
systems range from integrated systems including maritime radars, EO payloads, sensors, command and
control for vessels, helicopters and aircraft to security
systems, unmanned aircraft and unmanned vessels
for coastal and offshore platform security applications. IAI’s systems are operating on board hundreds
of ships and aircraft serving navies around the world.
In addition, combat systems including defensive
weapon systems such as the Barak, and offensive
weapon systems like the Gabriel missiles, are integrating sensors, missiles and information systems.
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